
A European Cultural

Heritage ofIne%imable Value
echophysics undertakes to set forth the

European history ofphysics: through exhibitions

of historically valuable physical instruments;

through documentations, biographies and sci-

entific relics; through didactic replications of

crucial physical experimental setups—the cultur-

al heritage of the European physics should not

remain reduced to a mere spreading of scientific

data throughout the globe.

echophysics—the naming is derived from

European Centre for the History ofPhysics and

refers to Echo, the mountain nymph of Greek

mythology, who repeats what others had ex-

pressed before. Thus, echophysics stands for

our responsibility to evoke all what once had in-

spired the European physicists to achieve their

ideas and discoveries.

Ye%erday is Not Born Yet
echophysics aims at bringing the history of

their discipline to the conscious mind of the

physicists. If this is true that acceleration—being

culturally and structurally

engraved into our modern

times—causes a progressive

contraction of the present,

not only the future but also

the past will increasingly be

forthcoming. A primordial

mission of the today physi-

cists is to concede contiguity to the di;erent

epochs of ‘their’ history of physics and to re-situ-

ate ‘temporality’ in the context of human life.

Address & OpeningTimes
echophysics, Schloss Poellau, Exhibition Halls,

Schloss  1 , 8225 Poellau near  Hartberg in Steiermark, Austria

May 6 to November 30

Thursday to Sunday, from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Special booking can be arranged.

Ticket Rates
Adult €  4,00

Child/Student €  1 ,50/3,00

Special Rates for Groups

Organizers ofthe Exhibition
Initiated and directed by: Dr.  Peter Maria Schuster

echophysics—European Centre for the History of Physics

www.echophysics.org

Victor Franz Hess Society www.victorfhess.org

European Physical Society/History of Physics Group www.eps.org
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Booking
Tourismusverband Naturpark Poellauer Tal

Schloss  1 , 8225 Poellau b.   Hartberg, Austria

ph.   +43  (0)33  35   /  42  1 0 Fax +43  (0)33  35   /  42  35

info@naturpark-poellauertal.at www.naturpark-poellauertal.at

echophysics Exhibition Hall: Call +43  (0)33  35 / 2433
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Cosmic Radiation
In the jubilee year 2012, the Victor F. Hess Society commem-

orates the centenary of the discovery of the Cosmic Radi-

ation by Victor F.   Hess (VFH) with a main focus onto the

Austrian scientist VFH (1883–1964) at echophysics, and

with a number ofrelated events.

24  years after his crucial balloon ride on August  7, 1912,

VFH was awarded the 1936 Nobel Prize for Physics; two

years later, he had to exchange the prize money for worthless

German Reichsmark, when leaving Graz for exile into the

USA, fleeing the Nazi regime. He kept teaching at the Uni-

versity ofFordham, NY. AfterWWII, VFH would return to

Austria for occasional visits to Innsbruck and Vienna only.

His step-grandsons Bill & Arthur Breisky entrusted VFH’s

honorary certificates and medals, the original of his Nobel

Prize certificate and various belongings on permanent loan

to theVictor F.   Hess Society since 2010. The visitor to echo-

physics can see these valuable showpieces, together with

the original measuring instruments and furniture from the

former Vienna Radium Institute—provided by the Vienna

University—where the youngVFH evaluated his discovery.

Time—a “portion ofeternity”
echophysics presents the special topic on Time with the

exhibition Tower Clocks—from close up which at eye-level

o4ers view into the artful mechanical clockworks from

church towers in Styria.

The symposium The Poellau days on the History ofPhysics

focuses on Time—that heavenly and earthly “portion of

eternity”: International experts will explain the conceiving of

time, the astronomical calculation and earthly measurement

oftime, the time history ofcosmological, geological and bio-

logical events, the time in Physics, and debate a clock-free

time and the end oftime.

(echophysics, September 21–22, 2012: Free admission.)
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we make history ofphysics
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Radiation is a Journey Through Time
Radiation describes the history of our universe, from the begin-

ning to an—uncertain—ending. All that we know of our world,

of space and time, has come to us through radiation.

Radiation Is Our Life
Radiation is nature in its most mysterious manifestation, the

forceful factor that has determined and continues to determine

the development of man and his culture and civilization: not

only has radiation made possible the many innovative technolo-

gies which we take benefit of, moreover, radiation directly af-

fects the evolving of every form of life on Earth.

echophysics—we show

the great minds of

European physics and their

instruments to retrace our

knowledge about radiation

echophysics—following the history

ofphysics we retrace the constant

evolution which cause, explanation and

application ofthe natural phenomenon

ofradiation have undergone
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